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OUTLINE
Abstract: Strong demand and immunity to recessions keeps investors interested in self-storage buys. This
paper will focus on the self-storage industry, trends, financial aspects, the development and acquisition side of
the industry, as well as a self-storage sector snapshot.

Executive Summary:

The essential purpose of this white paper is to provide a resource to those
considering an investment in what is presently considered one of the hottest subjects in CRE for 2019. We
believe our observation for the increased demand within the self-storage arena is led primarily by the
Generation Z and the Millennial generation relying on increased automation and mobile apps, the effects from
baby Boomers continuing to downsize, as well as young families looking for more affordable housing which
typically comes with less storage space.
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Self-Storage is in High Demand
Self Storage Is a Sustainable Investment

1.

Market Discussion

The economic environment of the last several years has been very favorable for self-storage values and operating
performance. In fact, we have enjoyed the longest economic boom the self-storage industry has ever
experienced. This has been spurred by strong operating performance, improving market fundamentals, better
industry data, fluid debt markets, quality third party management platforms and a growing customer base. In short,
when evaluating risk-adjusted returns and comparing self-storage with other commercial real estate investments,
the returns are higher, and the various risks are more moderate, except for the risk of overbuilding.
Self-storage is such a resilient and lucrative investment that many investors who have no real estate experience
at all turn a profit. The 2018 Self-storage Almanac revealed that almost 75 percent of self storage facilities are
owned by small operators.
Some investors with experience in real estate rental prefer self storage over apartment rentals due to the
simplicity of managing the space. No toilets to break and no live-in renters to deal with.
Why Not Invest in Self Storage?
Self storage can be largely passive income. These facilities are affordable, require little in terms of operation, are
in high-demand, and are flexible for almost any investor’s needs. You don’t even need any prior real estate
experience to take advantage of the lucrative opportunity that self storage investment offers.
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Strong demand and immunity to
recessions keeps investors
interested in self-storage buys.

A. Industry Overview – The self-storage industry is growing rapidly. Given the rationale behind the
growth, it’s unlikely that the industry will show signs of slowing anytime soon.
i.

Supply and Demand Determinants
Self-storage provides comfort for those who need to move belongings that could potentially be in
harm’s way to a facility for safe keeping.

a) New construction of self-storage facilities is on the rise and remains a hot topic in the selfstorage sector. We are also seeing increased demand in those markets impacted by the
recent and historic hurricanes. The goal of any self-storage development should be financial
success, and the best way to accomplish that is to carefully plan the basics: site selection, unit
mix and layout. More climate-controlled and multi-story buildings are in consumer demand.
1. Site selection is the most important factor in determining success. You generally
want a location that’s highly visible, with good access, on a major road. The site should
be in a high-growth area or one that’s clearly in the path of progress. In addition, you
need a good combination of demographics, with higher than average household income
and population growth in a three-mile trade area. Finally, the location should have
minimal existing or planned self-storage competition, particularly within that first
mile.
The property must be large enough for your planned development and have access to
the proper utilities, such as water, sewer and electricity. It should also be properly
zoned. Typically, a single-story development might require 3 to 5 acres, depending on
topography and shape. A multi-story site will come in at 2 acres or so.
2. Unit Mix… self-storage unit mix is normally a product of population density and
income levels. For example, areas of higher income will typically demand more security
and climate-controlled features; apartment dwellers will want smaller units, say 5-by10s; and suburban or commercial-oriented markets will call for more large spaces, such
as 10-by-20s. A store with 50,000 net rentable square feet might have more than 500
storage units or as few as 300, depending on the market. You must build the unit mix
to the market, not to skew the PSF return.
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3. Site Layout… The goal is to maximize the net rentable square footage. You need a site that’ll
accommodate your minimum square feet, constructed all at once or in phases .
The layout is primarily a product of the shape and topography of the land parcel, but many other
factors come into play, including:
• Fire code and use of fire equipment (with the possible requirement of automatic firesuppression systems)
• Storm-water rules in your municipality
• Other local zoning rules with setbacks and landscaping requirements

b) The most significant drivers for demand for self-storage are population growth and high rental
vacancy. Population growth increases the growth of self-storage companies. For example, the
increase in the U.S population has influenced 8% of the population to use storage facilities compared
to 3% of the population using the facilities in the 1980s. The increase in population density influences
a demand for apartment rentals. Renters seek additional space from storage facilities due to limited
space in their home increasing the demand for storage space. The cost of storage properties plays a
role in demand for industry services. Demand in the industry is also influenced by the need for
consumers to maintain their business records and personal information.

The earning curve of consumers affects self-storage demand. As consumers gain more income, they
can afford self-storage space. Local markets also enhance the growth of the industry. For example,
several self-storage companies advertise to consumers to increase their awareness about the
benefits and availability of space.
Consumers demand self storage units whether the economy is in an upturn or a downturn – a
characteristic largely unique to self storage businesses. When the economy is in a downturn, people
downsize. Downsizing often commands the need for rental space to store belongings that can no
longer fit in the home. In times of economic upshift, consumers commonly purchase more items than
they can keep in their home. Utilizing extra income, consumers are likely to rent a self storage unit to
store their extra possessions.
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ii.

Occupancy Rate (Unit, Square Foot and Economic)
When industry experts evaluate recent occupancy-rate trends, they tend to speak of the ratio of occupied
to total units, commonly expressed as a percentage.
With three separate ways of measuring your facility’s occupancy, you can develop a thorough
understanding of how it's performing, as well as discover areas where you can make improvements to your
marketing strategy.
The best way to conduct a comprehensive analysis of your occupancy is to examine the relationships
between the following three rates:
• Unit – Percentage of units occupied in the facility
• Square Foot - the amount of square feet occupied
• Economic - is the proportion of the gross potential rent that is collected -- the money that is actually paid
to your business.

While your unit and square-foot occupancy rates likely hover within a few percentage points of each
another, your economic rate tends to trail behind. All those specials and discounts you’ve been offering
may have brought more people to your facility and ultimately increased your unit and square-foot rates; but
while your units are filling up, you’re charging below full price, which has a direct impact on economic
occupancy.
Your unit and square-foot occupancy should be similar, but you can still fine-tune your marketing by
comparing them:
Square foot > unit occupancy = Larger units are more popular
Square foot < unit occupancy = Smaller units are more popular
The relationship of unit occupancy to square-foot occupancy can indicate which units to focus on as you
advertise or develop promotions, which is helpful in maintaining your economic rates. If strategy was
based on unit occupancy alone, you may want to lower your rates or offer specials that applied to your
facility. By comparing these rates to each other, you will know if your larger units are doing well. To
preserve your economic rate as much as possible, simply concentrate on the smaller units when you
develop your specials.
Analyzing Rates to Make More Money…The following sequence makes the idea of managing three sets of
occupancy rates less intimidating:
1.
2.
3.
4.
iii.

Fill up your units to increase unit occupancy
Use your square-foot occupancy to find trends
Maximize your profit with economic occupancy
Employee revenue-management tactics

Future of Self-Storage
A study from think-tank Pew Research Center predicts payments via mobile devices will be the standard
by 2020, and they’re already growing by more than 25 percent a year/ The liability and security risks along
with the hassle and inconvenience of handling cash will succumb to the multitude of payment options
coming at us. PayPal, Apple Pay, Bitcoin and reloadable payment-card options will likely eliminate the
process of using actual cash.
cushmanwakefield.com
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a)

Privacy and Data Security
Privacy concerns extend beyond credit card data to protecting your tenants’ information from commercial
exploitation. It’s a constant topic in the news and on everyone’s mind. If privacy and data security isn’t at
the top of your list of concerns today, it will be within the next five years. Compliance with the federal
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard and
other standards continue to tighten and push processing liability onto storage operators. Shortcuts will
prove costly, and operators must require their technology partners to provide well-defined strategies to
protect the data entrusted with them.

b)

Predictive Analytics
Predictive analytics is the theory and practice of making predictions of a group’s future behavior based
on the vast amount of data collected in the past. It’s being used in the self-storage industry today.
If you are asking yourself, “How high can I raise your rent before you will leave?” you can now get
answers from the data being mined and analyzed in ways that are having a real impact on rent rates
and occupancies. This process is bringing significant changes to the self-storage industry.
This data can be gathered from a number of different sources, including:
e-mail activity – Have a Gmail account? Google serves you ads based on what it thinks you’ll be
interested in, based on who you’re emailing and what you’re saying.
social media activity – Liking certain types of posts on Facebook will, over time, begin having an effect
on your news feed; you’ll start to see similar content more often.
online shopping – E-commerce sites like Amazon will track not just the items you purchase but the
ones you browse. They then use this data to determine product suggestions for you.
watching streaming movies or television shows – Netflix keeps track of what you watch and then
suggests content to you that you’re likely to enjoy because it has similar thematic elements to what you
just watched.
search engine activity – Whether it’s Bing, Google, Yahoo, or any other search engine, you’re likely to
begin seeing targeted ads appearing on websites based on your most recent search activity.

c)

Technology
The most significant change for the self-storage industry will be a move toward turnkey technology
stacks: solutions that fully integrate operations. From owners and investors and moving through the
front office to customers, the need for cohesive data, processes and interfaces will be the new
standard.
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Purchasing management software based on specific processes or users are gone. It has become a
commodity that does little to help operators improve or differentiate their businesses. Over the next five
years, operators will empower themselves with complete solutions that deliver transaction processing,
business intelligence, revenue management, customer service, security, online presence and more—all
using a common backbone than many have already jumped on board with: the cloud. These solutions will
remove the need to gather components from multiple providers.
Today the cloud still feels new, but by 2020 cloud capabilities will save you headaches and expenses. The
playing field will be leveled as technical chores are offloaded to those who can do them efficiently, and the
cloud will enable solutions that small storage operators could never otherwise afford.
The future is coming, and bright as ever. Find the right partners, hire the right people, and let tomorrow’s
technology help you grow your business and return dividends to your investors.
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Trends Driving Demand
for Self-Storage.
B)

Trends
i.

Downsizing, death, divorce and dislocation
The self-storage industry thrives on disruption, and top renters include downsizing retirees, the
newly divorced, or those with a recent death in the family. These drivers are described below:
a) Downsizing: Ten thousand Baby Boomers turn 65 every day, commonly thought to be
“retiring age.” While they are leaving the workforce and shrinking their housing footprint, that
doesn’t necessarily mean that they want to get rid of all their possessions when they move
into a new place – particularly if those “possessions” include family heirlooms that they intend
to pass down through their families. This is also not a passing trend; this generational cohort
will continue to downsize over the next several decades.

b) Dislocation: The average American moves residences 11 times in his or her lifetime. One of
the most frequent reasons is for a new job. As Americans navigate the relocation process,
they need somewhere to temporarily hold their possessions until they can find a more
permanent location.
ii.

iii.

Millennials = Increased buying power
Increased buying power among Millennials, who often live in crowded cities that offer very little
storage space, means more possessions as salaries increase. This generational cohort is now
the largest group of income-earners in the United States, and by 2020, they will have $1.4 trillion
in buying power. As their purchasing power is increasing and they are acquiring more
possessions, they are also running out of storage space. As such, they currently represent 1/3 of
storage space renters. Further, Millennials are flocking to the city, but these increasingly crowded
living areas often don’t offer many storage options and encourage the use of storage spaces.

Automation
One of the major trends in self-storage has been the increased adoption of automation. As a
strategy to leverage technological advances to increase operational efficiencies, many self-storage
operators are fully or partially automating their properties. Proponents of this strategy claim that
automation can significantly increase net operating income, most notably by eliminating the salary of
an onsite property manager—usually saving $50,000 to $60,000 per year.
However, this strategy comes with a potential downside. It’s very unlikely that an automated system
will be able to effectively upsell customers on premium products such as larger units, climatecontrolled space or drive-in access. Additionally, kiosks may not be able to sell ancillary-income
items like truck rentals and tenant insurance as effectively as a human. It’s still unclear what effects
full automation will have on the bottom line.
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Self-storage loans are typically used to
finance the purchase, renovation, or new
construction of self storage units and
commercial real estate buildings.
iv.

2.

Decluttering Movement
Minimalism, a recent decluttering lifestyle trend, is on the rise, driven by a combination of
consumer behavior and rising rents. The point of minimalism is to remove or eliminate
items until only the necessary is left. However, regardless of how much we want to
downsize, there will always be some possessions that people just aren’t ready to part
ways with. For example, the LA Times reports that there are 300,000 items in the average
American home, and we spend $1.2 trillion each year on nonessential goods. In a world of
excessive consumption and unnecessary accumulation, minimalism continues to
contribute to the rapid growth of self-storage areas.

Investing in Self Storage
Self-storage also earned a reputation for being resistant to recessions during the last economic downturn,
giving even more comfort to potential investors. Investors continue to pay high prices for self-storage
properties as customers continue to fill new properties as they open.
A.

Renter Demand
Renters need storage due to home foreclosures, downsizing, or to make room to temporarily live
with family. With the recession over in most areas, storage facilities are now seeing booming activity
with increased home sales and moving activity. Two-thirds of self-storage customers rent space at a
facility within two or three miles of their home address. That means a self-storage property should
not be hurt by competition from new properties more than three miles away. The percentage of selfstorage units that are occupied has risen to unheard-of levels, well above 90 percent, according to
reports from leading self-storage REITs. Customers who use self-storage are becoming more
consistent, as they often use their storage spaces to compensate for smaller living spaces,
especially in urban areas.
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b)

Financing
Financing for self storage projects is readily available. Of all commercial construction, it’s still the
investment that experiences the fewest defaulted loans. Because of this, banks continue to offer loan
packages but are now requiring more from the developer. Expect to pay approximately 25% down for
conventional financing, or as low as 10% with SBA programs. Most investors purchase self-storage for
three reasons: cash flow, appreciation and tax benefits. Your goals will impact the kind of financing
best for you.
i.

c)

There are two main financing options: short-term/bridge and long-term/permanent:
a)

Short term/bridge (3-5 years): This type of financing is ideal when purchasing a facility that
has experienced poor management, needs additional units or is a quick flip. The shortterm loan can give the investor time to improve the property and increase the net
operating income prior to seeking long-term financing. For loans where facilities are
operating below stabilized occupancy (generally 80 percent), the best source of financing
is a local bank. The typical down payment is 20 percent to 25 percent of the purchase
price. The loan is normally recourse, meaning the borrower will be personally liable for the
loan.

b)

Long-term/permanent (5, 10 and 15 years): Go this route when refinancing a short-term
loan or acquiring/refinancing a stabilized property (80 percent-plus occupancy). For longterm loans more than $1 million, the best source of financing is a conduit lender versus a
bank loan. Conduit loans pool similar real estate assets together and sell them to outside
investors. This enables conduit lenders to offer lower rates, longer amortization periods
and loans that are typically non-recourse.

New construction loan options
Self storage units are less costly to build from the ground up than many other businesses, typically
costing $200K – $500K. This makes each of the top commercial real estate loans a potential option for a
new construction project in the self storage space.
SBA loans are especially good for self storage facilities because you can finance all of the
construction interest and up to 2 years of loan payments. This can give you some breathing
room to work on renting out your units instead of worrying about making your payments right
away.
SBA 7a loans for commercial real estate are the best option for everyone but the most
expensive projects. Most self storage facilities are going to be in the hundreds of thousands
of dollars to build, but they won’t be over $1 million. Many lenders won’t look at your project
for an SBA 504 loan at those financing amounts because they must split the money they
lend with a CDC (community development company).
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d)

Resale Value
Considering the performance of the self-storage industry, buyers are paying top dollar for
existing facilities. There’s nothing steady about the stock market, especially these days. But self
storage is a tangible investment, one that stands the test of time – especially during a recession.
It’s an industry streamlined for success. Plus, it’s built to generate income right from the start
while appreciating over time. And with a proven, experienced, smart self-storage building
supplier on your side, profit potential has never been better.
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Checklists help to ensure consistency
and completeness, reduce stress, save
money and endure success.
3)

Self-Storage Development
A.

Groundbreaking to grand opening checklist
You will need to compile a team consisting of an industry real estate broker, loan officer, attorney,
civil engineer, architect, building manufacturer, contractor, insurance agent, consultant and
others. As you hire them, don’t forget to ask for recommendations.
The goal is to create a thorough, end-to-end list, from groundbreaking to grand opening in order to
build a great self-storage facility on time and within budget.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Financial review
Development team
Land requirements and review
Pre-purchase offer, site and zoning review
Land purchase letter of intent
Land contract
Due diligence
Site design
Local, city and state applications and permits
Architectural services for site-plan applications
Architectural services for building design, specifications and permits
Bidding
Final contract
Loan/banking
Building permits
Construction
Pre-opening preparations
Pre-opening marketing

B.

Site Selection checklist
Site selection involves balancing the target market’s demographic profile with the characteristics
of the parcel. You’ll need to research several different aspects of the area.
First, you need to look at the rental rates of established facilities in the market. You might find a
storage facility on one side of town earning an annualized equivalent rent of $8.25 per square foot,
while the rate at a facility just 20 miles away is $10.75 per square foot. On which side of town
would you rather build? Yes, the land will probably be more expensive on the upscale side, but the
difference in construction costs will be zero.
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Again, the goal is to create a thorough, end-to-end list, from start to finish in order to purchase a
great self-storage site to develop the perfect self-storage facility. Make yourself aware of:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Current demographic data
Traffic Counts
Parcel specific zoning data
A site plan or survey
Recent land sale comparables
Self-storage facility sale comparables

Get creative in digging up sites. Consider sites that are too large, and what other types of uses may
be compatible with self-storage at that location. Do not be afraid to negotiate. Think about ways to
reduce your land cost...

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Tax parcel splits
Pad site spin-offs
Joint developments
P.U.D.
Subdivision creation
Assemblage

Think about joint land uses:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Car Washes
Fast Food Restaurants
Flex Space or incubator space
Record and documents storage
RV and Boat storage
Limited service hotels
Strip centers

Use creative financing to leverage properties:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

C.

Seller Financing
Land Leases
Options
Contingent Sales
Life Estates

Acquisition checklist
If you don’t mind doing a little leg work and set your investment goals at a realistic level, you can still
find self-storage acquisitions that will provide above average returns.
You need a checklist of what to look for, and what to look out for in your purchase decision. Break the
assessment into four key areas: financial statements, site inspections, management team and
location metrics.
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Self storage loans are typically used to
finance the purchase, renovation, or new
construction of self storage units and
commercial real estate buildings.

4)

Self-Storage Sector Snapshot

Number of self-storage facilities in the U.S.
Between 44,149 (Self-Storage Almanac, 2018) and 52,000 (Self Storage Association, 2018). Sources vary
depending on definition and methodology.
Industry ownership is fragmented, with 18% of facilities owned by the six largest public companies, 8%
owned by the next top 100 operators (minus the REITs), and 74% owned by small operators. (Self-Storage
Almanac, 2018)
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Average monthly construction spending on self-storage facilities
The chart below shows construction spending by month, according to the U.S. Census bureau. Figures
are not adjusted for inflation.

Largest self-storage operators (publicly traded) in the U.S. (by annual revenue)
1.Public Storage: $2.51 billion (2017)
2.Extra Space Storage: $1.1 billion (2017)
3.CubeSmart: $558.94 million (2017)
4.Life Storage: $529.75 million (2017)
5.U-Haul: $286.89 million (fiscal 2017 – self-storage revenue only)
6.National Storage Affiliates Trust: $268.13 million (2017)
Data from most recently reviewed company earnings reports.

Largest self-storage operators in the U.S. (by number of facilities, owned or managed)
1.Public Storage: 2,386
2.Extra Space Storage: 1,483
3.U-Haul: 1,482
4.CubeSmart: 936
5.Life Storage: 675
6.National Storage Affiliates Trust: 533
Data from most recently reviewed company earnings reports. U-Haul number reported by MiniCo Storage Almanac 2018.
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Amount of rentable self-storage space in the U.S.
2.311 billion square feet (Self-Storage Almanac, 2018)

Amount of rentable self-storage space per person in the U.S.
7.06 square feet per person (Self-Storage Almanac, 2018)

Percentage of U.S. households that rent a self-storage unit
9.4% of households. (SSA Self Storage Demand Study, 2017)

Average storage unit cost
The national average cost for all unit sizes is $91.14 per month, according to SpareFoot data. (2017)
The national average cost per square foot is $1.01 per month. (2017)

Below is the average national cost by storage unit size.
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